
 
 

Together We Achieve  

To develop curious, creative learners 

who are motivated and challenged in 

their learning. 

Our Global Learning Goals 

 

 

 

Why was the Battle 

of Britain a Turning 

Point in WW2? 

 

 

As geographers we will… 

… identify the countries involved in World 

War Two 

…use maps to interpret the key locations 

involved in ‘Operation Sealion’ 
 

 

 

 As designers we will… 

… Research food and nutrition during World War 

Two- including rationing  

… Create and refine recipes from World War Two 

… Practise different cooking skills e.g. measuring, 

slicing, peeling, chopping, weighing 
 

 

 

As artists we will… 

… Show how the work of Sir Henry Moore was 

influential in society  

… Create artwork in the style of our focus artists  

… Experiment with drawing, sketching and 

painting techniques in our work 

… improve mastery of sculpture 

 

 

 

 

 

As historians we will… 

…use primary and secondary sources to 

identify the key events and dates in the 

Battle of Britain 

… identify how the local area was 

affected by World War Two 

… explore why the battle of Britain was a 

turning point 

… understand the reasons for the 

evacuation of children in World War Two 

… evaluate historical sources of 

information including propaganda 

…describe blackout procedures 

… ask historical questions and use 

primary and secondary sources to gain a 

broad overview of World War Two 
 

 

As writers we will… 

… write a time-slip story using World War 

Two as the setting 

… write an explanation text about the 

importance of RADAR during the Battle of 

Britain 

…write a newspaper report about a 

significant event in WW2 

… use primary and secondary sources to write 

a diary entry from the point of view of an 

evacuee 
 

Key Texts 

6TW-Letters from the Lighthouse by 

Emma Carroll 

6C-Holes by Louis Sachar 

6D- Goodnight Mr Tom by Michelle 

Magorian 
 

 

… Create pallet furniture  

 

 

 

 

 

As musicians we will… 

… Listen and Appraise Happy by Pharrell 

Williams 

…Play instrumental parts from notation 

…Sing in 2 parts 

…Compose a simple melody 
 

 

  


